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1. Introduction

transferability of various transportation modes and

1.1 Background and Purpose of Research

transportation infrastructure takes a long time, and

changes in demand for parking spaces. Changes in
it is important to review and plan beforehand.

Through the advancement of autonomous driving

Along with the emergence of various types

technology and various demonstrations, the

of new transportation modes and services and

“Autonomous Driving Era” that operates without

autonomous driving technology, this study is to

human drivers is gradually becoming a reality.

review the problems of existing infrastructure built

In addition, new types of transportation, such as

primarily on the premise of human driving and to

tubular high-speed rail, urban airways, and personal

propose infrastructure renovation plans. In this

mobility, etc., are gradually penetrating into our

process, we provide guidelines for implementing

lives and will be practical in the near future.

human-oriented infrastructure based on technology

Due to the emergence of new transport modes,

advancements such as new transportation

it is necessary to prepare for the appropriate

vehicles and services, explore systematic and

infrastructure renovation. For example, the

efficient reorganization of existing transportation

current fixed infrastructure may be limited to

infrastructure, and present a phased promotion

accommodate the new transport modes regarding

roadmap. This study is expected to contribute to

efficiency. We should consider renovating the use

make efficient and appropriate renovation plans for

of existing infrastructure so that autonomous

existing transportation infrastructure.

driving technology can be introduced to public
transportation. It is also necessary to discuss the
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1.2	Research Scope and Methodology

conducting research and development for

This study examines the problems of existing

in order to solve practical problems such as

infrastructure due to the emergence of new

strengthening traffic safety and reducing traffic

transportation modes and seeks a renovation scheme

incidents. These efforts are expected to lead the

of transportation infrastructure. The research scope

future automotive market. As of 2020, autonomous

is open-ended but primarily focuses on the road

vehicles have been manufactured which achieved a

infrastructure for the initiative of renovation.

certain level of support for driving (e.g., SAE Lv. 2),

First, we review the up-to-date development

commercialization and practical development

such as lane departure and adaptive cruise control.

and market status for new transportation such

In addition, autonomous driving technology

as personal mobility, flying car, hyperloop, as

with the independent driving capability (e.g., SAE

well as emerging transportation services. Next,

Lv. 4) is being developed worldwide. The Society

Focus Group Discussion (FSD) was conducted

of Automotive Engineers (SAE) classified the level

to derive problems from various perspectives

of driving automation from Lv. 0 to Lv. 5, and the

regarding revolutionary changes of transportation

current commercialized automated driving belongs

systems. Based on the FSD, we derive possible

to Lv. 2. In order to improve the public acceptance

scenarios of future transportation infrastructure

of the autonomous vehicle industry and foster

arrangements. Based on the identified problems

the industry, the R&D project of the autonomous

and proposed senarios, renovating directions and

driving technology development has passed a

operational strategies of road infrastructure in

preliminary feasibility study, and 84 task projects in

the autonomous driving era are described. We

5 domains are expected to be conducted.

also developed and analyzed an assessment model

The autonomous vehicle market is at a stage

for the appropriateness of the given amount of

in which the initial market is currently being

infrastructure assuming that fully automated driving

formed both domestically and internationally.

services are in place. Finally, based on the foregoing,

The commercialization phase of the Lv. 2 and Lv.

we envisaged mid to long-term renovation and

3 is being processed so far, but there are various

roadmap and proposed transport policies that can

opinions on the market prediction for Lv.4. The

be applied in the short term.

market is mainly divided into two domains: The
first is the existing manufacturers which pursue the
commercialization and technology development

2. Research Contents

based on the Lv. 2 autonomous vehicle parts. The

2.1	The Change in Trend of Transportation Modes
and Services

Waymo which aim to reach Lv. 4 autonomy.

2.1.1	Autonomous Vehicle

Personal Mobility is a transportation mode for

With the diversification of existing automobile

1 or 2 people and for short-distance travel. It is

manufacturing industry, many companies are

also known as Micro Mobility. The appearance of

other is the technology companies such as Tesla and

2.1.2 Personal Mobility
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the mode varies and law/institution has not been

market preemption. Not only the aviation company,

clearly defined yet, but it can be represented by

but a large aircraft OEM, platform operators, and

(electric) bicycles, electric scooters, electric boards,

global automotive OEM also participate in the

etc. These personal mobilities have the advantages

urban aviation market. In order to realize such

of improving the linkage with public transport,

UAM services, there are many tasks that must

reducing dependence on private vehicles, and

be resolved in terms of law/institution, public

utilizing the appropriate size of the body to make

acceptance, and infrastructure.

the most of the urban space, and can be used to
occupy bike lanes or the edge of the road.

Hyperloop is a tube-type high-speed train,
which is suggested and developed by Elon Musk

In the past, personal mobility was mainly used

of Tesla. Elon proposed to the California State

for leisure purposes, but the public recognition of

Government in 2013 that he would develop a new

short-distance travel has recently been changed;

tube-type high-speed transportation system with

thus the market is expected to grow rapidly. It has

private capital which can travel from San Francisco

already attracted attention from all over the world,

to Los Angeles (610km) within 30 minutes. If

and the form of products has been diversified. The

development goes as expected, Hyperloop will be a

advantages include that it has an eco-friendly nature

competitive transport mode compared to others in

of moving by electricity, and can be free from traffic

terms of travel time, fare, operating environment,

congestion and parking problems. In addition, It is

energy consumption, and carbon emissions. For

expected to appear as a major travel mode of future

now, Hyperloop does not have a great capacity to

transportation with its advantages such as superior

transport passengers, but the platooning technology

equity, low cost, and greater choice possibilities as

of autonomous vehicles is expected to enable

universal mobility.

multiple capsules to be connected, a dramatic
increase in capacity. If the Hyperloop construction

2.1.3		Development of New Transportation such as
Flying Car and Hyperloop

technology is commercialized, travel time between
major cities in Korea will be shortened to less than

Urban Air Mobility (UAM) in the metropolitan area

30 minutes, enabling commuter living areas across

takes only 20 minutes instead of an hour which

the country. This is expected to have a greater

provides an innovative transportation service and

effect than the KTX in Korea, which will resolve

seamless transfer service. It is expected to be eco-

economic and social problems caused by regional

friendly future transportation by utilizing electric

imbalances, and enable balanced development of

power, thus significantly reducing carbon emission

the national territory.

and noise. If urban air transportation such as
drone taxis is activated, for example, it is expected

2.1.4	Future Transportation Service

that commute time can be reduced by 80-90%

■

compared to ground transportation during peak

Shared Mobility is operated in various ways to

hours in the metropolitan area. The market size of

share transport modes and use them for a short

the UAM in 2040 is expected to reach $500 billion

period of time on demand. In Korea, bike sharing

dollars, and there are intense developments for the

and car sharing are the popular types of Shared

Expansion of Shared Mobility
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Mobility. The use of car-sharing services has been

of services, and then the public and private together

increased from 350,000 in 2006 to 5 million in

should cooperate to lead the successful service. In

2014. In 2024, it is expected to exceed 20 million

particular, the concept of Business Mobility as a

users; In particular, when autonomous driving

Service (BMaaS) emerges, and the entire service

services are commercialized in the future, we

process handling from travel to the reservation of

can expect a service that goes to the next calling

restaurants or accommodation is integrated into

customer after picking up and dropping passengers

one system so that the service can be expanded to

by the vehicle itself.

business areas. In the future, it is expected that the

The bike-sharing and personal mobility

development of the ICT enables to combine personal

sharing service is also expanding to keep pace

mobility, including public transportation and shared

with the increase in users and is particularly

mobility, with to-be-commercialized autonomous

favored by young people who travel around

vehicles and UAMs, and beyond.

public transportation hubs in metropolitan areas
(e.g., subway stations, bus transfer stations). In
addition, it is not surprising that the demand for
public bicycles and personal mobility surged in

2.2	Problem Diagnosis by Transport Modes and
Service Changes: Professional FGD

the first half of 2020 due to the tendency to prefer

In this study, the professional Focus Group Discussion

no-contact transportation with the emergence

(FGD) was conducted to derive the direction of

of COVID-19. However, the law/institution

infrastructure renovation in response to future

and infrastructure are improving at a slow pace

transport modes and services changes. Since the

compared to the surge of users, so the traffic

public recognition of future transportation systems

accident between pedestrians and vehicles is pointed

and services is still low, the FGD was conducted with

out as a priority problem to be improved.

professionals. FGD has the advantage of being able
to observe interrelationship among participants’

■

Mobility as a Service

responses, and also to save cost and time.

Along with the emergence of various transport modes

The preliminary survey and FGD were

and services, the concept of Mobility as a Service

conducted from September to October 2020, and

(MaaS) has been introduced and has become familiar

13 professionals from academia, research institutes,

with our daily lives in complex users’ needs and

and industries were recruited. The FGD proceeded

preferences. MaaS basically aims to provide a door-

with four transport modes. The technological,

to-door service from the initial departure location to

social, and infrastructural aspects of each transport

the final destination and serve as a linkage between

mode were evaluated, and SWOT analysis, scenario,

travel modes for continuous travel. In the public

study period, and road infrastructure renovation

and private sectors of many European countries,

directions were discussed.1

such as Sweden, Germany, and the United Kingdom,
MaaS is being established as a universal service. The
public sector provides the foundation of services,
and the private sector plays a role in the expansion

1
In this summary, we only included technological, social, and
infrastructural aspects among the variety of FGD discussions. There
were concerns that the problem of fossil fuels that can be used in the
short term, the noise problem of UAM, and the frequent replacement
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2.2.1	Technological Aspect

modes and services, the acceptance of each mode

As for the technical implementation period,

was first identified. Professionals in the fields of the

there was a common agreement in the order of

autonomous vehicle, UAM, and Hyperloop expected

personal mobility, autonomous vehicle, UAM,

an increase in acceptance with the introduction of

and hyperloop. Personal mobility have already

unprecedented transport modes and resolving public

entered the commercialization stage. It is suggested

anxiety over a small number of accidents. Toward the

that the commercialization of UAM is more than

goal, pilot operation and a safe environment should

after 10 years, and Hyperloop, which is currently

be established. Most of the future transportation

in the technology development stage, needs to be

modes received positive expectations regarding eco-

newly introduced as well, so it is expected to be

friendliness.

more than after 20 years. The autonomous vehicle

In terms of inclusiveness to the transportation

has been presented in a variety of ways; It seems

vulnerable and underprivileged areas, concerns

the autonomous shuttle service will be the one to

about the establishment of infrastructure necessary

be implemented first. In addition, mixed traffic

for autonomous vehicles and demand-responsive

conditions (e.g., autonomous and human-driven

operation were suggested. The personal mobility’s

vehicles) should be thoroughly considered upon the

limitation by geographic curves and elevation was

implementation.

discussed. On the other hand, UAM’s capability

Technical feasibility and impact were generally

to transport people and goods to underprivileged

positively evaluated, but there were some opinions

areas was also discussed. Hyperloop aims for

that the manufacturing competitiveness and market

high-speed travel between metropolitan cities.

size are relatively limited compared to other

So the application in small cities was evaluated

countries. In addition, there were concerns about

to be less feasible due to the nature of the high-

noise issues of UAM and vacuum maintenance

speed vacuum driving (e.g., the dis-ease of the

issues in Hyperloop.

passenger with disability). The requirements for

For future transport modes, domestic

improvement in the law and institutional aspects

technology was generally highly evaluated, but

of future transportation and infrastructure were

each mode should improve the capability of

found to have many common features. Although

flexibly responding to various traffic conditions.

a legal system has been established based on the

In terms of ease of technology development, it was

characteristics of existing traffic systems and

discussed as relatively less developed compared to

transport modes, this means that it is necessary

other countries in terms of legal and institutional

to improve the law and institution in various

conditions and certification technologies.

directions for the introduction and activation of
those new transport modes.

2.2.2	Social Aspect
Since people do not recklessly use new transportation

2.2.3	Infrastructural Aspect
Hyperloop required the most physical infrastructure

of the battery due to frequent operation of UAM and PM may be in
the opposite direction to eco-friendliness.

improvement. That was because the existing railroad
cannot be utilized for the Hyperloop so that the
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new infrastructure should be installed to operate. In

driving of PM, landing facility for UAM, and

addition, autonomous vehicles were expected to be

pilot operation and transfer facility design for

expensive and time-consuming to standardize on the

Hyperloop were suggested. In the mid to long term,

road infrastructure. UAM required infrastructure

it was required to introduce a standardization for

of boarding and landing and personal mobility

smooth data collection and control for each future

needed more maintenance of roadside conditions

transport modes. Specifically, it was discussed

since they share the space with other transport

that autonomous vehicles would need to focus

modes. Excluding personal mobility, the demands for

on an integrated system that manages dynamic

digitization of the other three future transportation

information, and PM is necessary to expand the

were also high in common. It was especially

infrastructure for parking and storage, as well as

emphasized that the need to establish systems for

maintenance in consideration of the transformation

communication infrastructure, communication

of the PM itself and the situation of sharing space

security, real-time monitoring. It is essential for UAM

with other modes. UAM has also been widely

and Hyperloop to be connected with the first/last

proposed to build a communication infrastructure

mile transport modes, so the opinions have gathered

for stable operation, and Hyperloop requires

that their role in the transportation system will be

infrastructure to support a tube and vacuum type

strengthened through synergy.

high-speed driving technology with consideration of

By city type, there was a common opinion

connected transportation network.

for the autonomous vehicle that high-density
areas need to improve infrastructure and expand
communications networks to consider unexpected
variables such as communication blind spots.

2.3	Blueprint of the Future Transportation
Infrastructure

In addition, it was raised that personal mobility

2.3.1	Directions to Improving Traffic Infrastructure

requires the installation of storage, parking,

Korea’s urbanization rate exceeds 90%, and it is

and charging infrastructure, and UAM requires

necessary to plan the future to cope with climate

communication and control infrastructure for stable

change and to maintain the economic vitality of the

flight in dense high-rise building areas. On the other

public. New Urbanism proposes a new paradigm of

hand, relatively low-density areas have a relatively

urban development and design to solve the current

low business demand, but we can utilize those areas

problems, and Peter Calthorpe, the theorist, also

for the pilot study. PM was raised to be the one that

argues urban design that fits the human standards,

requires the road surface maintenance, base storage

pedestrian-oriented street network design, and eco-

and charging facilities considering the ownership

friendly urban design, etc. In other words, various

rather than sharing, and UAM was discussed to be

transport modes as a systemic service framework

potentially implemented faster than expected due to

should be provided, and we need to reduce the car-

less infrastructure cost.

dependency which promotes public transportation

In summary, precise guidance and construction

as the major travel modes. To support, TOD type

of communication infrastructure for autonomous

development for the passengers who use public

vehicles, shared charging facilities for stable

transportation should be firstly considered.
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In addition, We should aim to provide fair and

is to share the space as needed. Sharing the space

inclusive transportation services that can adapt to

for the same purpose all the time is less efficient,

climate changes, considering EU’s transition strategy

but better in terms of safety. However, autonomous

to low-emission mobility, which deals with the

vehicles have very favorable features for the flexible

decarbonization of the transport sector to realize

use of traffic infrastructure. Autonomous driving-

sustainability in future transportation services.

based systems can maximize available capacity in a
congested direction during peak hours. In addition,

2.3.2 Directions of future transportation infrastructure
■

Response to a digitalization of infrastructure

it is possible to flexibly assign driving lanes. It will
be able to determine the lane width in response to

When the driving subject is to be changed to an

the demand of transportation that transports a large

autonomous driving system, the infrastructure

number of passengers, such as shuttles, PM In this

would not be necessary to be designed on the

case, it will be necessary to have the appropriate

premise of human drivers. Although it is necessary

infrastructure to operate.

to deliver some information to the drivers/

In addition, Curbside is expected to be

passengers for safety reasons, it is possible that

important as a shared space for transfer due to the

the basic paradigm of infrastructure construction

nature of autonomous vehicles since we will not

will be changed to digitalization, so that human

need access to the parking space. .

driving can be prohibited in urban spaces where
highly efficient operation is required. As such, the

■	Separation

of dedicated space

digitalization of infrastructure is expected to be an

Autonomous driving technology is inherently

essential factor.

different in driving characteristics from human
driving. If the current mainstream of deep learning-

■

Utilization of three-dimensional structures

based AI technology is to be maintained in the

UAM, flying transportation, has a three-dimensional

future where autonomous driving is in full swing,

structure. As the transportation using the airway,

system performance will be significantly improved.

it is essential to establish and obey air routes. The

In order to maximize system efficiency while

ground traffic infrastructure is also expected to

maximizing the characteristics of autonomous

be multi-dimensional. Different transport modes

driving, and human perception and behavior, it

will operate on each dimension, and transfers will

would be appropriate to separate the moving

be made vertically. The top floor can be used for

space as much as possible in areas where the travel

pedestrians, non-motorized travel, or PM, and

modes are clearly different. For example, in the

the lower part will be used as a space for heavy-

case of an urban arterial where the vehicles travel

demand public transport facilities and autonomous

at high speed, it is appropriate to have dedicated

vehicles.

autonomous driving lanes and separate them from
human driving lanes to minimize the potential

■	Flexible

utilization of infrastructure through the

digital information
The best way to efficiently utilize the limited space

conflicts between them.
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2.3.3	Scenario-based transportation infrastructure
construction plan
■	The

autonomous transit system in the area of

high-density

transportation is very likely to be operated to connect
the urban and suburban as well. If a dedicated
lane is installed in the transit route, it is possible
to orient the policy to reduce in-vehicle congestion

In high-density urban areas, the public

and transit waiting time by providing additional

transportation network is well developed, and the

capacity. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an

use of passenger vehicles is also high at the same

autonomous bus so that it can be operated on

time, so many areas show congestion from time

dedicated BRT lines at the time of commercialization

to time. One of the advantages of autonomous

of autonomous driving. In order to secure public

driving is the flexibility to allow other people to

transportation capacity while using existing road

use it or even for other purposes without leaving

facilities, infrastructure improvement incorporating

it in the parking lot when available. Due to these

V2V and V2I technologies such as Bus Platooning

advantages, if autonomous driving becomes

and Transit Signal Priority is required. It is also

popular, it is necessary to investigate the total

necessary to establish a new interconnected traffic

VMT of vehicles, parking demand, and needs for

system with a focus on the transit stations so that

infrastructure improvement.

the autonomous transit service can work efficiently.

A common trend of shared mobility is that they

With the introduction of autonomous driving

maximize their travel efficiency by increasing their

services to replace personal vehicles, if the door-to-

occupancy inside the vehicle. It is possible for the

door service is strengthened, a relative reduction in

total distance traveled to be reduced if the vehicle

transit demand or the weakening functionality of the

will be shared with other passengers with similar

transfer stations may be expected. However, handling

routes. With the shared mobility, existing public

all traffic demands in urban areas with individual

transportation users and non-motorized users such

autonomous vehicles is neither possible nor desirable

as bikes and pedestrians can be converted to shared

in terms of road capacity and environmental

mobility so that the VMT could be increased.

aspects. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a plan

When autonomous driving demand reaches

for the transfer system among autonomous public

a certain level, the demand for in-house parking

transportation on the main traffic network, the

is expected to decrease considerably, which will

autonomous shuttle and personal mobilities. Both

lead to a change in the use of the parking space

physical designs for efficient transfers and operations

occupying the road space. Further, it is necessary

for safety should be considered.

to set a comprehensive strategy for the efficient use
of a traffic network if the parking space is to be

■	Mobility

Service System for Secure Autonomous

Driving in Unprivileged Area

reorganized.

Regarding the application of autonomous driving
■	Shared Traffic

System for Autonomous Driving

in Low- and Mid-Density Area

technology, metropolitan areas tend to take
priority, but the provision of safe and inexpensive

The low to medium density areas have a

transportation services through autonomous driving

relatively high share of passenger vehicles. Public

is very attractive from the user side, especially in
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areas where the quality of service is significantly

vehicles to human-driven vehicles is not high, so the

low. Currently, the frequency and utility of

demand for dedicated autonomous vehicle lanes is

transportation services are low for under-populated

not high.

and unprivileged areas. One of the reasons is that

When autonomous driving is actively used, it

such areas rely on governmental subsidies for public

will cover a lot of traffic demands in the urban area.

transportation services. Autonomous driving can

There will be a need to create dedicated sections

improve transportation services in these areas and

(regions) for autonomous vehicles. Autonomous

also implement inclusive transportation services.

vehicles can be used in narrower-width lane than

In the future, it is necessary to respond to

typical vehicles, so the driveway can be more

the needs of securing mobility for areas where

utilized for PM or walkways. In addition, traffic

the services are poor, such as countryside and

equipments such as lane markings and traffic lights

mountainous areas. Currently, those areas cannot

will gradually disappear, and the road network will

afford the public transportation services by

become laconic. It is necessary to reorganize the

themselves, so the government provides subsidies

design with a human-centered street structure, such

under the condition of fixed routes (i.e., the route

as securing distance between roads and pedestrian

decided by the government). The condition in

paths, and expanding green areas.

terms of service frequency and user satisfaction is

When autonomous driving becomes the most

very low. To implement autonomous driving, high-

important transport mode in the future, the

precision mapping GPS-based technology is required

demand for parking will be expected to significantly

to self-position the vehicles. However, it may not

decrease, and the existing parking space is likely to

be feasible to have such GPS-based technology due

be changed for other purposes.When autonomous

to geographical reasons. Therefore, it is necessary

driving becomes the most important transport

to reconsider the comprehensive development

mode in the future, the demand for parking will

direction of digitization of unprivileged areas for

be expected to significantly decrease, and the

autonomous driving.

existing parking space is likely to be changed for
other purposes. In addition, due to the reduced

2.4	Road Infrastructure Innovation in the
Autonomous Driving Era

driving burden, the geographical range of land use

2.4.1	Road Infrastructure Innovation Direction

will expect door-to-door services. So we may need a

In the early stages of autonomous driving, it is

station pocket along the Curbside.

development is expected to expand. In urban areas
with high traffic demand, autonomous vehicle users

expected to be operated with the recognition of
the current road structure, facilities, and signal

2.4.2	Innovative Operation of Road Infrastructure

information through the communication network,

■	Effects

so the possibility of rapid change in road geometry

of efficient road operation in the era of

autonomous driving

is low. However, there can be many demands to

When autonomous driving is actively used, driving

improve infrastructure for the implementation of

safety will be improved. Also, the in-vehicle

V2X using C-ITS and 5G. The ratio of autonomous

travel time can be used for other purposes. By
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improving the safety, other transport mode users

efficiency. In this case, we may need to review

and pedestrians can also be safer. The diversified

the system optimization strategies due to the

utilization of in-vehicle travel time can change

concerns of single occupancy freight vehicles taking

the traditional paradigm of the transportation

advantage of dedicated lanes.

economy that regarded time as a cost, so a new
approach to the calculation of benefits will be
required. In addition, if vehicle operation efficiency

2.4.3	Road Infrastructure Evaluation under fully
autonomous driving service operation

increases, such as vehicle platooning, it is possible

When autonomous driving technology reaches its

to ultimately maximize infrastructural operation

completion stage, the road infrastructure is expected

efficiency. Immediate response to the infrastructure

to have very different characteristics than the

vulnerability on the road such as falling objects,

present. Road geometry, operational characteristics,

slope collapses, and portholes will be possible

traffic signs and signal systems built for current

through C-ITS.

human drivers will be reorganized for autonomous
vehicles, so an operating system will be used to

■	Maximization

of Lane Control Efficiency

make the unique capabilities of the infrastructure.

Upon the early stage of autonomous driving, safety

In this study, the likelihood of reducing the road

facilities will play an important role on the roads

infrastructure for the efficient operation was

with mixed traffic. In the future of the autonomous

evaluated on a simulation model and a sample road

driving era, the road environment optimized for

network.

autonomous vehicles will be provided through the

The model used in the evaluation is an bi-level

transformation of road infrastructure. The road

optimization model; Upper-level is based on the

lanes will disappear; Based on precise positioning

Monte Carlo simulation and the Lower-level is

and Local Dynamic Map (LDM), traffic capacity

based on the infrastructure evaluation model on

will be increased. Through flexible operations, we

travel demand. First, the Origin-Destination trips

can control traffic congestion by systematically

(O/D) were generated through the Monte Carlo

detouring the traffic in the peak hours.

simulation. The capacity of the sub-links from the
link group in the simulation network was initialized

■	Innovation

on Curbside Utilization

to solve the traffic assignment problem with the

As the autonomous driving level in the market

generated O/D trips. The simulation was terminated

goes high, we will get to see that the vehicles park

if the assignment result is optimal; otherwise,

themselves and come back to take the users to the

another round of optimization was simulated to

next destination. This change in life will bring the

update the link capacity. The maximum iteration

transformation of the spaces around us toward high

number was set to terminate the simulation.

efficiency of uses. We expect the Curbside to be the

In general, it is natural that the traffic lane is

Bay-type facility that does not interfere with the

represented as an ‘integer’. However, we assumed

mainstream traffic. In addition, when autonomous

the lane could be a ‘real number’ to simplify the

driving is implemented in freight vehicles, dedicated

optimization burdens. It is also assumed that at

heavy-duty lanes will be expected to increase road

least 1 lane is assigned to the sub-links in the model
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because the simulation can be terminated if the

such as corresponding technologies and regional

assigned lane is less than 1 which can be interpreted

operational plans.

as ‘end of lane’.

In the mid-term, when the application increases,

Another assumption was that the directional O/

the verification on the performance of autonomous

D trips follow the peak hour traffic data, and each

driving on each road hierarchy, especially for

O/D trip is normally distributed. The performance

the dedicated autonomous vehicle lanes, will be

measure of the network was total travel time. It

required. In addition, financial models to support

was found that the total travel time significantly

autonomous driving with refining law/institutions

decreased at the beginning of the model runs and no

for autonomous driving data usage are essential. We

change was shown afterward. This was because of

also can conduct a cost-benefit analysis to derive

the small size of the network that does not require

regional priorities for the implementation.

iterative optimizations. For the free flow capacity,

Lastly, fully autonomous driving will be

the 3-lane road appears not to have additional

available at some point. The infrastructure should

available capacity, but 4-lane has 0~2 additional

be prepared to implement the full functionality even

lane capacity and the 5-lane has 1.5~4 additional

without the GPS. International standardization of

lane capacity.

autonomous driving technologies would support
the acceptability of technologies in the market.

2.4.4	Mid- to long-term renovation plan and roadmap
design of the road infrastructure
With the advent of the autonomous driving era,

On the other hand, evaluation platforms should
be developed to enhance the applicability of
technologies.

in addition to physical elements such as roads and
communication infrastructure, it is necessary to
improve related laws and institutions such as vehicle

2.4.5	Short-term policy proposal for road
infrastructure renovation

registration and autonomous driving use procedures,

In this study, short-term policy proposals for road

accident handling and insurance application. In

infrastructure renovation are proposed as follows.

the long term, it is also necessary to consider the

First of all, it is suggested to establish comprehensive

response from urban design perspectives due to the

plans with the selection of the pilot study area

land-use transition by autonomous driving. The

according to the roadmap of autonomous driving

mid- to long-term roadmap presented in this study

technology by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

is divided based on the terms of period, and each

Transport, and to develop a governance system

term contained several aspects such as technical,

that can effectively coordinate with interested

planning and design, legal system maintenance, and

parties. In addition, we could provide a scheme for

financial aspects.

renovating the autonomous driving infrastructure

First, the beginning of autonomous driving

and supplementing law/institution.

is considered as the pilot stage, R&D projects

Second, the pilot study sections (regions) should

will be needed for the low-speed shuttle in

be determined to propose the technology and

the residential area and autonomous BRT to

service of each term that can verify the efficiency

establish the foundation for service applications

and safety of the road during the transition period
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for mixed traffic based on the digital infrastructure

Focus Group Discussion (FGD) was conducted

expansion roadmap.

with a group of professionals to derive the factors

Third, as a strategy for strengthening the

affecting the operational traffic environment and

integrated transportation system, it is necessary

to diagnose problems in various aspects including

to introduce a three-dimensional road system

infrastructure.

(e.g., considering autonomous driveways on the

We also provided a direction for infrastructure

underground) to enable higher road efficiency with

renovation so that this new transition can be

limited capacity. In an urban area, the autonomous

harmonized with the human-oriented traffic system.

vehicle must be physically separated from human-

This study attempted to derive an implication

driven vehicles to achieve such efficiency and safety.

from suggested application strategies of the new

Also, the design must be improved in a direction

renovation. The strategies were 3-phased which

that minimizes interference with the mainstream

discusses the impact of transportation infrastructure

traffic by designing dedicated autonomous vehicle

and its efficient operations.

stations. It is also necessary to strengthen the
corresponding transfer system.

Various transport modes and services are
emerging, but the breaking point for us to consider

Fourth, the innovative multi-modal transfer

is upcoming autonomous driving technology. The

c e nt er des ign sugge sted in this stu d y ca n

advantage of autonomous driving is to significantly

be reviewed to accommodate autonomous

reduce the errors in driving judgment, inexperienced

transportation and UAM. Finally, the autonomous

reactions, and cognitive errors of drivers. On the

road design specifics were suggested to support the

other hand, some argue the disadvantage such

use of dedicated autonomous vehicle lanes with

as increasing social costs (e.g., infrastructure

other transport modes.

digitalization) and social side benefits due to over/
misuse of autonomous vehicles. A breakthrough
improvement of traffic safety, significant travel

3. Conclusions and Suggestions

time and cost reduction, improvement of travel

3.1 Conclusions

driving and this leads to the efficient use of

This study examined the problems of existing

living environment. However, problems such as

transportation infrastructure and proposed

deterioration of public transportation services and

renovation strategies in accordance with the new

traffic congestion may occur due to excessive use of

transport modes and services that emerged by

autonomous vehicles.

autonomous driving technology.

convenience are expected result of autonomous
limited road facilities and also to a better human

In this study, a thorough review of various

First, the prospects for the development and

transport modes and corresponding infrastructure

distribution of new transport modes such as

and operational strategies was conducted. The

autonomous vehicles, personal mobility, flying car,

importance of social infrastructure is beyond

and hyperloop, as well as the introduction of new

description. The values of individual members of

transportation services were reviewed. In addition,

society and the economic/social system are also
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important factors with changing transportation

separated, so it is expected to easily implement

systems. This study further discussed how to manage

autonomous public transportation services. These

the future social infrastructure, such as governance

services can function as replacing or complementary

of transportation services in relation to the systems,

public transportation services; To enable this

and we expect follow-up research to be continued.

function, the centralized traffic center should
develop a platform to secure the technology and to

3.2 Suggestions

provide the services.

Transport modes and services reviewed in this study

transportation is to promote inclusiveness. So the

are expected to change continuously in the future.

priority comes to the unprivileged area where public

Since the relevant policies are also bound to follow

transportation is not provided. The public-led R&D

these changes, it is deemed appropriate to focus on

should be promoted to support the principle.

short-term policies rather than long-term policy
suggestions.

The rule of thumb regarding future

Currently, the communication between
vehicles through DSRC is capable of traffic signal

The C-ITS information which is currently

information delivery. This enabled the C-ITS to

offered is more likely to be increased with the

establish the national implementation plan and the

expansion of autonomous driving services, and in

area of implementation has been expanded from the

the future, V2V, and V2X will be more applicable

freeways to the national roads. Autonomous driving

with their connectivity. Since autonomous driving

technology can be utilized in many aspects, even

will evolve into a complete phase through a

in logistics, and the diverse use of the technology

transitional phase dealing with mixed traffic, it is

will enable the system to collect big data of C-ITS.

necessary to configure the infrastructure according

Toward this utilization of services, C-ITS should

to the market penetration of autonomous vehicles

consider the comprehensive plan dealing with

and to select applicable regions to implement

coverage of the service, routing strategies, etc.

strategies developed. Thus, the digital infrastructure

In the case of shipping robots, it is necessary

expansion roadmap should be designed according

to conduct research to verify the full autonomous

to the level of autonomous driving phase.

functionality for outdoor conditions. Various

In the planning and construction of innovative

benefits are expected if robots replace delivery

multi-modal transfer centers, space utilization

work of man-power within the living area, such

should be maximized, and a three-dimensional

as the delivery of restaurants and the delivery of

transfer concept should be considered so that there

items ordered from convenience stores. Therefore,

is no restriction to any transportation users. In

it is necessary to prepare empirical research for the

addition, in preparation for the commercialization

application of autonomous driving-based logistics

of autonomous vehicles and UAM, it is necessary to

robots. It may be advantageous for the robots to

establish a plan that can utilize the space flexibly so

use a bicycle road or pedestrian road if they drive

that new transport modes can be accommodated in

at a slow speed. The corresponding law/institution

the transfer center.

may be required to be reviewed to accommodate

The existing dedicated bus lanes are physically

the robots in such roads.

